Biosignal classification is an important diagnosis tool in biomedical application that helps medical experts to automatically classify whether a sample of biosignal under test/monitor belongs to the normal type or otherwise. Most biosignals are stochastic and nonstationary in nature, that means their values are timedependent and their statistics vary over different points of time. However, most classification algorithms in data mining are designed to work with data that possess multiple attributes in order to capture the non-linear relationships between the values of the attributes to the predicted target class. Therefore it has been a crucial research topic for transforming univariate time-series to multivariate dataset in order to fit into classification algorithms. For this, we propose a pre-processing methodology, called Statistical Feature Extraction (SFX). Using the SFX we can faithfully remodel statistical characteristics of the time-series via a sequence of piecewise transform functions. The new methodology is tested through simulation experiments over three representative types of biosignals, namely EEG, ECG and EMG. The experiments yield encouraging results supporting the fact that SFX indeed produces better performance in biosignal classification than traditional analyses techniques like Wavelets and LPC-CC.
Introduction
Biosignal, an acronym of biological signal, is a general term for vital signs that can be measured continually from living beings. In biomedical applications, biosignal classification is an important diagnosis tool for different physiological analyses, e.g. in neurology or in cardiology. Often biosignals would be acquired, measured and distinguished to be in a normal state or otherwise, by a computer technology. Inherently there is no easy way to precisely quantify a biosignal. One important group of biosignals is stochastic signals whose functions are nonperiodic or almost periodic type of signals. For example, no two heartbeats are exactly the same in electrocardiograms. Almost all biosignals are nonstationary too, meaning their statistics may change in time, hence time-dependent. In contrast to deterministic signals that are rigidly periodic, stochastic biosignals are difficult to be modelled precisely by mathematical functions due to uncertainty in the parameters of the computational equations. Given such properties, biosignals that are acquired in the time domain would be classified in the form of random time-series that often have a varying single variable (amplitude in voltage level) over time. For predicting or classifying a test sample to a target class, data with multiple attributes are needed to describe the property of biosignal. This is particularly true for machine learning algorithms as they require high dimensional training data in order to learn the underlying non-linear patterns from the data.
In this contribution, we propose a pre-processing methodology, called Statistical Feature Extraction (SFX) that can effectively transform a univariate biosignal dataset to a multivariate dataset while capturing the informative characteristics of the time-series. It is known that conventional data mining models can be deployed for classifying data with only multiple attributes. Previous works by other researchers utilized wavelet transformation which essentially converts temporal data to the representation of frequency domain. In our methodology, elements of both time-domain and frequency-domain are used for obtaining the statistical characteristics of the time-series, and subsequently subject to model learning for classification by most of the data mining algorithms. Simulation experiments are carried out over three representative types of analog biosignals being digitized for validating the efficacy of the proposed preprocessing methodology. They are known to be popular physiological signals, such as electroencephalograms (EEG), electrocardiograms (ECG), and electromyograms (EMG). Given the multi-attributes which are derived from the original time-series via our methodology, standard feature selection (FS) techniques could be applied prior to training a classification model. Our results indicate that superior performance by the dual use of SFX and FS to the original time-series pertaining to biosignal classification. The improvements are consistent over the three testing datasets for the major performance indicators.
The previous works on classifying biosignals are reviewed in Section 2; specifically their applications and time-series transformation techniques are highlighted. Our proposed methodology which converts time-series to its encoded vector representation via statistical and spectral analysis is described in details in Section 3. A set of comparative experiments is performed by using three kinds of biosignals, and they are reported in Section 4. Results are shown that reinforce the efficacy of our new approach. Finally Section 5 concludes the paper.
Related Work
Biosignals are usually non-stationary signals; hence their variations can be referenced as indicators of disease, abnormality, or warnings about a potential disease. On the time scale such indicators however can appear intermittently, persistently or even at random. This poses great computational challenges in computerized analytical tools to detect them out, and/or to differentiate the abnormal biosignals from the normal.
Over the years, different attempts have been made by previous researchers who used a variety of time-series preprocessing techniques as well as the core classification algorithms for automated diagnostics. One of the important earlier works is classifying cardiac health, where a relevant indicator called heart rate variability (HRV) is to be detected and extracted from the ECG waveform [1] . In addition to analysing the shape of HRV using expert knowledge by physicians, diagnostic models empowered by machine learning algorithms like fuzzy classifier and artificial neural network are trained and deployed [2] . They were shown to be effective with accuracy between 80% and 85%.
An important variant of ECG, acquired from fetal stethoscope such as Doppler ultrasound or scalp electrode, for monitoring a combination of fetal heart rate and contraction force, is known as cardiotocography (CTG). CTG is mainly used to classify fetal status. A fundamental feature extracted from CTG is the morphological features. Together with HRV, the analysis is done at the frequency domain by spectral analysis using Wavelet transform [3, 4] . The non-linear relationships are done by Sample Entropy technique and Approximate Entropy technique [5] . The linear relations are modelled by statistical features such as mean, median and standard deviation of the time-series baseline [6] . Wavelet transforms have been proven their successful use in processing electromyographic signals (EMG) too [7, 8] . Recently, a trend of using the statistical and time-and-frequency features emerged, [9] for classifying ECG data. This is due to the fact that ECG data are prone to power line or external interference. Noises are not uncommon in the acquisition process; using features from more than a singular domain helps improve the accuracy. In the fusion method, Stationary Wavelet Transform was used to extract features from each frequency band that are divided in the frequency domain. Standard descriptive statistics are obtained over the entire time-series. Afterwards, popular classification techniques are utilized such as CART, Artificial Neural Network [10] , SVM [11, 12] and K-nearest neighbor classifiers [13] [15] has been observed with success rate of 80%. A combined method with FFT+Wavelet Transform applied over statistical mean and variance from EEG using Principal Component Analysis was attempted by [16] . Success rate however was below 70%.
For preprocessing time-series a relative innovative method is called Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) [17] . In EMD, the whole time-series is decomposed into a set of monotonic components which are represented by intrinsic mode functions. The decomposition is done according to different time scales, so are the definition of the intrinsic mode functions. At the end the time-series is represented by a series of local maxima and local minima, enveloped by a spline curve. Advantage over Wavelet transform and FFT was claimed for EMD requires no apriori knowledge and the mechanism is data-driven.
Our proposed methodology extends from EMD which contains richer statistical information than only local maxima and local minima. It rides on the observed current trend of fusing information from both time-andfrequency domains, from the techniques reviewed in this section. Unlike Wavelet transform or FFT, the features extracted from the frequency-domain are limited to only the significant coefficients derived from some kind of cepstral representation of the time-series. The merit is that a nonlinear relationship is represented by the spectrum of a spectrum; so only the useful features from the frequency-domain in addition to other strong statistical features from the time-domain are encoded into the multidimensional vector which of course is limited in space.
Proposed Time-series Pre-processing Methodology
The SFX pre-processing methodology which is proposed in this article is generic and mainly used for converting time-series to multi-dimensional features, which are suitable and relevant for training a classification model. The proposed techniques could possibly fit into a standard data mining process, like the one shown in Figure 1 . Original dataset in a form of time-series get converted to multi-dimensional vectors via the preprocessing process, ready to be used for training a classification model. Optionally, feature selection could be applied over the converted multi-dimensional vectors for refining the accuracy by retaining only some selected relevant features. The model construction process is just a standard classification model learning in data mining; e.g. a decision tree is built by creating decision paths that map the conditions of the attribute values, as seen from the training samples, to the predicted classes. Once a classifier is trained by processing through the whole training dataset, it is ready to classify new unseen samples, and its performance in terms of accuracy can be evaluated.
In a nutshell, the preprocessing methodology is a way of transforming a two-dimensional time-series (amplitude versus time) into a multi-dimensional feature vector that has all the essential attributes sufficient to characterise the original time-series. Information is taken from two domains, frequency and time, based on the original timeseries. Thus there are two groups of preprocessing techniques used here, namely LPC-to-CC encoding (from the frequency-domain), Descriptive Statistics of both the whole and piecewise and Dynamic Time Wrap (from the time-domain). It is believed that having features obtained from both domains would yield an improved accuracy from the trained classification model due to thorough consideration of the characteristics, hence the representative features, from both domains.
Effectively the preprocessing methodology transforms a matrix of original time-series to a set of training instances which have specific attribute values for building a classification model. Assume S is an archive of time-series, with each row containing a j th time-series s j ; and s j is an ordered sequence of variables y j (t) such that s j = y j (t) = (y 1 , y 2 , .. y |s| ) j where 1≤t≤|s| -the length of the time-series over different time points, and j⊆|S| -the bound of the data archive S. S is then to be transformed to a training dataset X in which each row is an instance x that is defined by a finite number of attributes n, such that x(j) = (a 1 , a 2 , … a n , Y j ) where j⊆|S|, j⊆|X|, a i is the i th attribute in x(j), Y is a vector of known target values of size |X|, hence Y j is the j th target value to which the attribute values of x(j) are able to map. The target labels are assumed to be known a priori in S, and their values are just carried over from S to X, instance for instance, by the same order of j.
The attributes a 1..n however are derived from the dual time-frequency domains which can be briefly grouped as
where the instance x of j is made of two descriptive components that are derived from frequency domain and time domain respectively. From the frequency domain alone nf attributes are extracted, nt attributes are taken from the time domain, and n=nt+nf.
Feature Extraction from the Frequency-domain
LPC-to-CC (Linear Predictive Coding to Cepstrum Coefficients) 1 encoding was chosen as the prime feature extraction method from the frequency domain in our model. It is because LPC-to-CC generates only a relatively small set of features which are concise enough to represent the time-variant characteristics of time-series in the frequency domain. The rationale of the choice is based on the fact that a common aim exists between the classification model for which the features are extracted, and the underlying data envelop that is modelled by an auto-regression algorithm in the LPC process.
For time-series that evolved over time, it is technically possible to use LPC-to-CC technique to model the time varying information as the corresponding quantitative features. In addition to its elegance of timefrequency duality, the advantage of LPC-to-CC transformation technique lies on the result of extremely compact representations out of its linear time complexity. Otherwise it is a well-known challenge that similarity computation for time-series evolved over linear time scale can get exhaustively prohibited as tremendous but minor details in temporal distortion between similar time-series often exist. The representations resulted from LPC-to-CC, in the form of Cepstrum Coefficients, are used to depict the frequency components of the time-series that evolved together in identical or very similar patterns. The transformation converts the original time-series that is a j th vector defined as (y 1 , y 2 , .. y |s| ) j by LPC to a cepstrum coefficient vector defined by (a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , .. c p , .. c q-1 )j. The cepstrum coefficient vector is ready to form a part of the descriptive features, as (a 1 , a 2 , a nf ) freq where q-1 = nf. The purpose of this process is to obtain a good representation, called cepstral representation, of the spectral properties of the time-series. The results would be spectrum coefficients which are real numbers; each of these cepstrum coefficients can serve as independent descriptive features for the attribute vector (a 1 , a 2 , a nf ) freq . Firstly the characteristic of the time-series in terms of time rate changes is modeled by LPC; LPC produces a set of numbers representing the spectral envelope of the timeseries. The representative numbers are extracted from the coefficients of some autoregressive model that was modeled via LPC. The basis of LPC is to exploit and remove the redundancy in the time-series. The original time-series s is windowed by multiplying a windowing sequence w(τ) via a hamming method, such that σ(τ) = s(τ)⊗w(τ) where τ is the window size. It predicts the next point as a linear combination of previous points. The cepstrum coefficients are essentially the coefficients of the Fourier transform representation of the spectrum in log-scale, which are more robust than LPC coefficient.
Feature Extractions from the Time-domain
Two levels of extractions are designed in our proposed methodology for acquiring quantitative features, (a 1 , a 2 , a nt ) time , that represent the characteristics of the time-series samples with respect to the time domain. High level extraction is a group of descriptive statistics methods that have been commonly used by other researchers for obtaining statistics from over a whole sequence of time-series. They usually include but not limited to the following statistics: mean, standard deviation, 1 st quartile, 2 nd quartile, 3 rd quartile, kurtosis, interquartile range, skewness, residual sum of squares, standard deviation of residuals, mean value of volatilities, and standard deviation of volatilities.
Though descriptive statistics can give an overall summary of the time-series, and characterise a general shape, they may not be able to capture the precise trend movements aka the patterns of evolving lines. In particular we are interested in distinguishing the abnormal time-series from those that are normal. The difference of movements of the trends is estimated by Dynamic Time Wrap (DTW). DTW algorithm aims at finding the degree of matching between the alignments of two time-series. The normal group of time-series is represented by the mean values of the points from all the time-series. A particular time-series under test is then compared to the mean sequence of points, and the deviation or extent of matching/similarity is then computed by DTW algorithm. As a result, for binary class classification, two features namely Dist_nm and Dist_abn are produced by DTW, each represents the distance between the test time-series and the mean of the time-series for its corresponding class.
To calculate the distance between a test time-series and either normal group or abnormal group, a cost function is used which is the square of the Euclidian distance. The cost function is applied throughout the whole time-series for measuring how far the points are far between two time-series. The total cost is then the sum of the cost for each pair of points along the time-series in comparison, which is calculated by the following equation: 
D(I,J)
is then assigned to Dist_nm or Dist_abn, depending on whichever class group of time-series that is being compared to, in the computation. So far along the time-domain, statistics are extracted from the whole piece of the time-series as well as the similarity in terms of distance between the test time-series and the mean of its peer group. For a finer level of information, a piecewise transformation is applied which is called Piecewise Linear Function (PLF). PLF generally converts a continuous time-series to a collection of linear segments. The purpose of the decomposition is to approximate a polynomial curve into a vector of finite ndimensional Euclidean space that consists of quantitative values. The depth of dimension can be chosen arbitrarily but sufficiently by the user, which depends on how high the resolution is required in the approximation. Without compromising the resolution and the complexity of feature space, for our experiments, a 20-dimensional feature vector is used where the continuous time-series is segmented equally into 20 pieces.
For each segment of the time-series, certain statistics that describe the trend and dynamics of the movement are extracted into the feature vector. A simple illustration is shown as below where a time-series is divided into ten sequential parts; thereafter five major statistical descriptors are computed according to the following definitions. With the original time series data sliced into certain intervals, for each piece, a local gradient which serves as the first attribute is computed by using linear regression model. Then based on the prediction performance of the linear regression model, the residual and volatility are calculated using the Generalized Auto-regressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (GARCH) model, where an Auto-regressive Moving Average (ARMA) model is assumed for the error variance. The parameters for the GARCH model are selected with standard values such as those that follow: Distribution = 'Gaussian'; VarianceModel = 'GARCH'; P(Model order of GARCH(P,Q)) = '1'; Q(Model order of GARCH(P,Q)) = '1'; R(Autoregressive model order of an ARMA(R,M) model) = '1'; The residual and volatility for each piece come however in the form of time series data, in the same length as that of the piecewise segment. Subsequently four important descriptive statistics are extracted from them to fill the feature vector. There is a total of 5 times the n-dimension, number of descriptive features available from this piecewise transformation.
For piecewise residual, the attributes are: Sum of squared residual (SSE)
Standard deviation of residual (resstd)
where i= (1,2…N) , R is the residual array, ܴ ത is its mean. For piecewise volatility, the attributes are:
Mean value of volatility (volmean)
‫݈݊ܽ݁݉ݒ‬ = 1 ܺ − 1 ܸ ିଵ ୀଵ ,
Standard deviation of volatility (volstd)
where j= (1,2…N) , V is the volatility array and ܸ ത is the mean.
Experiment
In order to compare the effectiveness of the proposed biosignal transformation method with the other existing methods, we test them on three different biosignal datasets using twenty popular classification algorithms in data mining. The biosignals are in the format of twodimensional time-series, with an amplitude value in voltage that varies over time. Three types of biosignals are used that represent three important instrumentations in biomedical domain, they are: ECG, EEG and EMG. The three datasets all have two distinctive groups -normal and abnormal, such that the accuracy in classifying to the appropriate groups can be measured, as a benchmark for evaluating the effectiveness of each pre-processing methods. For the diagnostic class that is generally called abnormal, all records of patients from all channels regardless of whatsoever type of diseases are aggregated. The electrocardiography (ECG) datasets are downloaded from the National Metrology Institute of Germany [18] . The compilation of ECG data is donated by Professor Michael Oeff, M.D., at the Department of Cardiology of University Clinic Benjamin Franklin in Berlin, Germany. The datasets are collected from both healthy volunteers as well as patients of heart diseases. Totally there are 290 participants who contributed 549 ECG records. Out of the 290 participants, 52 are healthy controls while the rest of them possess different types of heart diseases ranging from myocardial infarction to heart failure and myocarditis. The signals are sampled at 1KHz with a resolution of 16 bits. Further details including the technical specifications of the ECG prototype recorder can be found online at the Physionet.org.
The electroencephalography (EEG) datasets are obtained from UCI archive 2 which is a popular data repository for benchmarking machine learning algorithms. The original source of the data is from Neurodynamics Laboratory, State University of New York Health Center, Brooklyn, USA. The data which was initially for studying alcoholism [19] contains two groups: control and alcoholic. The corresponding participants, sober and drunk, were exposed to stimulus that came from 64 electrodes adhered to their scalps and the biosignals were sampled at 256 Hz. Details of the data collection process can be found at Zhang et al. [20] .
The electromyography (EMG) datasets used in our experiment here were initially acquired for evaluating the electrical activity produced by skeletal muscles from two groups of subjects who were exhibiting aggressive and normal behaviours. The data are recorded and then donated by Theo Theodoridis 3 , University of Essex, UK. Three volunteers of age between 25 and 30, one female and three males were asked to conduct in turn of aggressive and moderate activities in turn of 10 trials for each type, in a 22 m 2 confined arena. Aggressive activities were expressed by kick-boxing a sandbag; the other type of activities involved just standing and sitting, almost still, with some relatively gentle hand gestures like waving and handshaking. Eight electrodes were placed on the subject's biceps and triceps as well as thighs and hamstrings, at the skin-surface level. A total of 10,000 biosignal samples were collected for each subject, over eight channels; the data contain about 15 actions per trial.
Our experiment was performed by standard classification algorithms (with their default parameters applied) over the three sets of above-mentioned biosignal data using the following pre-processing methods:
LPC-CC, only the frequency-domain is considered by encoding the time-series to cepstrum coefficients; Wavelet, only the frequency-domain is considered by converting the sequence of data points from time-domain to Haar coefficients, their frequency-domain counterparts; SFX, (acronym for Statistical Feature Extraction) considering a full spectrum of potentially useful features from both frequency-and time-domains, using a collection of feature extraction methods described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2; SFX+FS, (acronym for Statistical Feature Extraction + Feature Selection), exactly same as SFX except the full set of extracted features are filtered by using a feature reduction method called Minimum-redundancymaximum-relevance (mRMR) [21] . mRMR can effectively reduce the feature vector space that could be potentially too large in dimension, especially when a high resolution piecewise transformation is used in SFX resulting a long chain of pieces multiplied by the statistical characteristics extracted. mRMR ensures only the features that are strongly relevant to the predicted class be retained. As the name suggests it works by minimizing redundancy among pairs of features, and maximizing the relevance between the feature and the target class. For each record x(j) = [(a 1 , a 2 , a nf ) freq , (a 1 , a 2 , a nt ) time ], the features are combined into a sequence of variables in a set A= (a 1 ,a 2 , .. a N ) . To minimize the redundancy,
where A is the set of features, and The score that is to be assigned and then subsequently ranked by the feature selection mRMR for each feature will be computed as an additive combination of redundancy and relevance pertaining to the feature: max(Rel-Red). The classification algorithms used in the experiment essentially are the representative ones, ranging from decision trees, Naïve Bayes, Rule-based, SVM and Neural Network. Similar performance comparison that is done by using different classifiers can be found in [22] . We set up the performance evaluation experiment by first training up a classifier model, with one algorithm at a time, by randomly dividing the full dataset into 80% training set and 20% testing set. Prior to this, both the training and testing datasets have undergone the preprocessing step by using each method in turn. At the end of the experiments, that tested each pre-processing method by each classifier algorithm and over each type of biosignals, the performance results are noted down. Without being exhaustive, only the Accuracy performance was measured for benchmarking the pre-processing methods. The accuracy is defined as the percentage of correctly classified instances over the total number of instances. The number of attributes or features that are derived from the datasets by using different preprocessing methods are listed in Table 1 . 
Result and Discussion
Four sets of accuracy results by different pre-processing methods are presented in Figures 3, 4 , 5 and 6 respectively. In each diagram, the accuracies yielded by 20 various classification algorithms are shown in a radar chart over the three types of biosignals. It can be seen that in general the classification algorithms produce consistent results except in some situations. For instance in Figure 3 , three classifiers produce exceptionally good results on EMG data that are pre-processed via LPC-to-CC; they are NNge, JRip and RandomForest. These three classifiers are relatively contemporary compared to the other traditional algorithms. LibSVM however, failed to reach satisfactory accuracy for all the three datasets pre-processed by Wavelet, as shown in Figure 4 . Comparatively allrounded accuracy results across all the classifiers can be observed in Figures 5 and 6 where the three datasets are pre-processed by the proposed techniques, SFX and SFX-FS. They show regular and smooth overall performance especially by SFX-FS, as in Figure 6 . This indicates a phenomenon that when features are extracted from both frequency-and time-domains, and used together in classification, a superior magnitude of performance can be attained in all the classifiers. This is more evident when the accuracies are averaged out, and placed vis-à-vis in a bar chart in Figure 7 . The accuracies from all the twenty classifiers are averaged as performance metric. SFX and SFX+FS in general outperform the other preprocessing methods. Another interesting phenomenon is observed from Figures 3, 4 , 5 and 6 -pre-processing methods based on frequency-domain such as LPC-to-CC (in Figure 3) and Wavelet (in Figure 4) seem to work better for EEG than ECG in terms of higher accuracy. But it becomes opposite when time-domain methods are infused (as in Figures 5  and 6 ). When we look at the visual diagrams, we found that the abnormal patterns for EEG are characterized by high frequency, and the abnormal patterns for ECG are depicted (at least graphically) by the unusual rise of slopes. This suggests frequency-domain pre-processing methods like LPC-to-CC and Wavelet are more suitable for modeling change in frequency like those for EEG; likewise time-domain methods like SFX and SFX+FS can better capture the curves in gradients like those abnormal sequences in ECG.
For EMG, the differences between normal and abnormal patterns are both in amplitude and frequency. Using LPC-to-CC on EMG classification leads to the worst overall performance when compared to the other two datasets. However, applying Wavelet, SFX and SFX-FS on EMG classification demonstrate significantly superb accuracy in relative to the others. 
Conclusion
Biosignal is referred to vital signs that could be measured, recorded and analysed as fluctuation of electrical currents. Biosignal classification constitutes to diagnosis techniques that are central to many biomedical applications and studies. Classification algorithms from data mining domain however require the input of training data that are formatted in a data matrix where the columns represent features/attributes that describe the biosignal, and the rows are the instances of the biosignals. Each record must have a verdict known as predicted class for training data. In the past, mainly the characteristics of biosignals are decomposed into coefficients that are represented in the frequency-domain, for example, Haar coefficients in Wavelet transformation. Though Wavelet has demonstrated significant advantages in transforming biosignals which are in the form of time-series to frequency attributes, biosignals are non-stationary in nature. They are stochastic; and especially when it comes to distinguishing abnormal time-series from normal, changes in fluctuations and volatility in the time domain are required to be modelled effectively. To this end, a hybrid data pre-processing methodology is proposed in this paper in which analysis from both frequency-domain and time-domain are included. In particular, a time- Simulation experiments were conducted on classifying three types of biosignals namely ECG, EEG and EMG into normal and abnormal groups by using SFX and its counterparts. The results show that SFX is able to achieve a higher accuracy in the classification models for the three types of biosignals. The contribution is significant as the new pre-processing methodology can be adopted by fellow researchers that will enable them to build more accurate biosignal classification models.
